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• A lot of interest in running “social media campaigns”
• There is a tendency to think of this emerging space as a “media” channel
• While energy may focus around specific activities and events - social networks live beyond campaigns
• Lots of marketers getting it wrong
• Looking for “viral effects” and expecting social networks to generate a large audience, just by being there
• Many are playing the role of this guy: imagine you’re sitting with a friend at a cafe trying to talk while a 
spruiker broadcasts advertising the whole time
• The key to remember is that these spaces are...
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Conversation

• Markets are conversations (The Cluetrain Manifesto, 1999) - between buyers and sellers, amongst buyers etc.
• Written in 1999 - lessons still apply (perhaps more so).  This is not a fad.
• Tim Berners Lee: “two way web” - the “people formerly known as the audience” (Dan Gillmor), “consumers” are 
talking back
• All about building relationships with constituents

Further reading:
• The Cluetrain Mainifesto (Book): http://tinyurl.com/2p5ld5 
• Beth Kanter - “74% Use Social Networks To Manage Peer-to-Peer Relationships”: http://tr.im/1uu
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“someone like me”
The power of 

• PR firm Edelman carries out a survey each year which is used to create a “Trust Barometer”
• People trust “someone like me” highly - number 4 in 2010
• Intuitively we know this - friends re: music
• Influence increases in proportion to closeness to peers - e.g. employees are more trusted than CEOs
• Natural affinity with NGOs and non-profit causes
• Trusted about the same as an “NGO representative” (slight decrease for first time this year)
• Les Robinson research (interviews on long-term behaviour change) peer support/influence a key factor

Further reading:
• Edelman Trust Barometer 2010: http://www.edelman.com/trust/2010/ 
• Les Robinson – The voluntary adoption of new practices (PDF): http://tinyurl.com/2sthxr
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• Social media marketers facilitate the conversation
• Typical “funnel” model - cast as far and wide as possible, then whittle down until you get the qualified 
prospects, then customers
• “Flip” the funnel and turn it into a megaphone for your fans

Further reading:
• Seth Godin - Flipping the funnel: http://tinyurl.com/ae5ll 
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• Movember and other such fundraising sites/initiatives is another example
• Members are motivated to spread the word
• People that donate are then inspired to sign up and spread the word
• Now quite common to see moustaches in November
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•! Conversations closer to us (our own blogs, interviews with journalists etc.) we have more control over
•! The less control we have over the conversation, the more influence those conversations have in decision making
•! How do we engage in appropriate and authentic ways to be part of the conversation

Image: Chart adapted from concept by Digital Eskimo



Last year, millions of people from nearly every
country on the planet were united by a
common purpose: to build a powerful global
movement to solve the climate crisis.

The slideshow on the left is just a sampling of
the more than 25,000 photos of people
uniting in a global call for 350, the safe upper
limit of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.

October 24th, 2009 was called "the most
widespread day of political action in the
planet's history," with more than 5200 events
in 181 countries. We increased pressure
throughout the Copenhagen climate talks: we
lobbied inside, we protested outside, and we
organized thousands of candlelight vigils with
partners around the world.

But now the Copenhagen climate talks have
come and gone, and we don't have the fair,
ambitious, and binding treaty this global
movement--and the latest science--demands.

But this is not over: 2010 will be a crucial
year for the growth of the movement--and for
its evolution. Please join us.

See all the 350 photos on Flickr »
Africa | S.Asia | E.Asia | Europe | N.America |
S.America | Australia & NZ | Pacific

Submit Photos from an Action »

Check out our Media Room »

I AM READY for an ambitious, fair, and
binding global climate deal. I call on world
leaders to pass climate policies based on
sound science and strong enough to get us
back to 350.

Oct 24: Watch the video from the
International Day of Climate Action  »

See the inspirational video from the
December 11-13 vigils »

350 Updates

In 2010, Bolivia keeps sights on an ambitious, fair,

What is 350? LATEST UPDATES: The 350 Team is in the mountains of Vermont to strategize about the future of the climate movement...

ABOUT ACTION RESOURCES MEDIA ROOM PEOPLE SIGN UP FOR UPDATES

Submit Photos »  
View More Photos »

繁體中文 English Français Deutsch Italiano Português !"##$%& Español +

• Core outcome: 350 parts per million CO2
• Participants were invited to come up with their own way of demonstrating support for climate change target
• Organisers did not specify much detail - a day of action an the infrastructure to co-ordinate and promote 
events
• That is, they gave up control for influence
• More than 5200 events in 181 countries, according to organisers
• Demonstrates
 1. reduced transaction costs of organising
 2. increased expectation of participation - leveraging the “cognitive surplus” (Clay Shirky)



Organisation/
campaign
goals & values

Constituent 
attention &

needs

High value engagement

• Demonstrates that while control of the message is something we need to let go of, we still need clear and 
succinct statement of what we’re aiming for (brand)
• Be clear about your objectives - what are your concrete outcomes
• Understand your constituents - their needs and motivations
• But also, where they are engaging around those issues



Effectiveness?

• “Bottom line” results
• Utility to constituents
• Reach (demographics, 

interest, etc.)

• Looking at the Organisational side of things
• Bottom-line = increased outcomes, reduced costs
• Consider similar measures to PR and brand campaign evaluation - underlying organisation KPIs

Further reading:
• Jay Neelly: Is social media bullshit - http://tinyurl.com/cr64ha 
• LaPiana Consulting: Convergence - http://tinyurl.com/yf62b6s 
• Shannon Aronin: 3 reasons the future of your non-profit depends on social media - http://tinyurl.com/
ybjlwo5 
• Econsultancy: “10 ways to measure social media success” - http://tr.im/iQPu
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• Acknowledge/address the risks
• Factor in the risks of not engaging

Image: Cold Cut @ http://www.flickr.com/photos/coldcut/3363518168/
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ROI mapping

High risk Medium risk Low risk

Twitter feed

Facebook group

Policy wiki

Google group/forum

Ning community

Group blog

Event blog

Chart adapted from concept by Priscilla Brice-Weller: http://tinyurl.com/6ok47b 

• Evaluate different opportunities from effectiveness, effort and risk
• Prioritise!  Effort vs. effectiveness in achieving outcomes
• Work out KPIs and measures in advance
•E ffort = technical capacity, expense, time/resourcing
• Do you have any specific skills/talents that can increase your effectiveness in one space over another (e.g. 
great video material?)



• Weblog in support of WWF’s Macquarie Island campaign
• Campaigner traveled to island and documented experience
• Rapidly deployed using the free Blogger platform (trip availability meant short lead time)
• Identified by policy-makers as playing a critical role in decision to fund invasive species program to protect 
the threatened Albatross and other native species on the World Heritage-listed island
• Part of an integrated campaign - designed to work as both a temporary “event” blog, or to continue as 
needed
• Ask: who are the influencers (communities or individuals) you are trying to reach?
• Many journalists and influencers on Twitter
 - Mia Freedman Cotton On example
 - Kate Carruthers American Express example, ANZ campaign

Macquarie Island blog:
http://macquarieisland.blogspot.com/



• Consider the context
 - Where is someone engaging?
 - The primary activity, community norms/etiquette of sites & spaces
 - The context of use - what’s an appropriate, meaningful interaction - e.g. Twitter at a campaign event
• Communities of interest - not just demographics
• Powerhouse Tyrell Collection and Flickr Commons
• Demonstrates the power of meeting people where they’re at and leveraging context to great effect
• “In the first 4 weeks of the Commons we had more views of the photos than the same photos in the entirety 
of last year on our own website”
• 69% via Flickr, 21% direct to URL, 2% via external search, 6% via other websites (blogs etc)

Related reading:
• Seb Chan - “Commons on Flickr - a report, some concepts and a FAQ - the first 3 months from the 
Powerhouse Museum”: http://tr.im/1us



Value offering/
ask

Constituent
attention/need

Context

Meaningful
interaction

• Now turning to the Constituent side of the equation...
• Within a given context - space, activity, event - we are aiming to create the conditions for a serendipitous 
encounter where our needs and constituent action converge to produce a win-win experience
• It’s not enough to just have the info “out there” - magic is in when participants create meaning
• Requires a deeper understanding than just demographics
• You need to put your participants at the center of your thinking - it’s about them, not you

Further reading:
• Kathy Sierra - Keeping users engaged: http://tinyurl.com/yq7vbr 
• Kathy Sierra - Kicking ass is more fun: http://tinyurl.com/2a8kq5 
• Hugh Macleod’s weblog: http://gapingvoid.com/ 
• Seth Godin’s weblog: http://sethgodin.typepad.com/



Who is participating?

• What are the motivations of the people we want to engage?
• Who are their key influencers (and who do they influence)?
• Where do they hang out?
• What are their interests?
• Research essential

Image: fulmini & saette @ http://www.flickr.com/photos/fulminiesaette/54924868/



Personal

• Word in this context has a multi-layered meaning
• Why is this important to me?  (Why should I care?  What’s in it for me?)
• Make the experience meaningful to me
• Personal expression through the campaign
• Personal connection with the organisation

Image: katherine lynn @ http://flickr.com/photos/kgregory/2657003935/



Actionable

• What can I personally do?
• Ask: how can we not only encourage, but enable action?
• Clear, succinct and accessible calls to action
• Reduce barriers to participation - think through the likely objections
 - Lack of knowledge, fear of being wrong
 - Story of energy efficiency/standby power - behavioural change nudges
• Consider using Facebook Connect etc. to allow social network participants to:
 a) login with their existing credentials
 b) to opt-in to share their activity through these networks (in addition to taking the core action)
• Don’t ask for unrequired information
• Don’t ask for money immediately - build up to the ask over time (donor conversion strategy)
• And remember, not everyone is committed as you - different people are at different places on the 
participation spectrum...

Image: micah.e @ http://www.flickr.com/photos/micahe/2563154869/
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Participant spectrum

• Not everyone is at the same place
• In contrast to this visualisation, not necessarily a linear progression
• Provide options for people in different places on this journey
• Look for opportunities to prompt people to advance
• Requires knowing who did what to communicate appropriately (good CRM and email integration)

Chart adapted by Nicholas Street from Participate Online - User Motivation in Mass Participation 2006.
http://tinyurl.com/yob2gn

Further reading:
• Nicholas Street - How do we turn sympathisers into activists?: http://tinyurl.com/5qhkco
• Priscilla Brice-Weller - More about Participate Online: http://tinyurl.com/6ynhxp 
• Grant Young - Participation: http://tinyurl.com/5ad3re
• Grant Young - Participation and influence: http://tinyurl.com/yfg6d5d 



• Again, 350.org presents a good example - tools for enabling the community to act
• Organisation’s role = added value for the participant
• Ask first: What’s valuable to a particular community?  How can you provide value?
• Then ask: How can your activity inspire and engage your constituents to further your organisational 
objectives?



• (Now defunct) Support site for Future is Man Made campaign and supporting Earth Hour 2007
• Main area was ideas
 - Grouped by interest/difficulty
 - Ranging from simple tips to organising an event
 - Submit an idea
 - Also a more general blog of news (different type of interaction)
 - Regular newsletters
• Value of user-centered approach
 - Key insights which helped in design of the site
 - informed other sustainability campaigning work
• Highlighted user-contributed tips for living more sustainably
 - Provided personal value (tips and ideas)
 - Connecting the community to each other
 - Filling gap in “market” for Australian-centric practical tips
• Provided informal, more personal, “back-channel” communications to broadcast communications



• Many different “GetTogethers”
• Encouraging “instigators” to start something with low-level of commitment (one night, couple of hours etc.)
• Transforming online action to offline - participant journey
• Multiple topics - Vision GetTogethers after election
• 320 groups (~4000 ppl participated - compare to ~1000 for 2020 summit)
• Predominantly email campaigning - limited “web 2.0” gee-whizardry

GetUp GetTogethers:
http://tinyurl.com/562qu3



Integrated

• Online + offline merging
 - nearly 8 million Australian active users on Facebook - 1/3 of the population
 - Australia leads in average time spent per person on social media sites
• Mobile devices blurring the boundaries between online + “real life” interactions
• Successful online campaigns do not exist in isolation
• Consider online integration as core part of your campaign strategy planning
 - Campaigners + media team + fundraisers + online team need to engage and plan together

Further reading:
• Society of Digital Agencies: Digital Marketing Outlook 2010 - http://sodaspeaks.ning.com/page/digital-
marketing-outlook

Image: fpsurgeon @ http://flickr.com/photos/fpsurgeon/2384522828/



• Good example of multiple elements coming together, but specifically the strength of a great creative
• Have something worth talking about - remark-able
• Created interest in a “dead” issue
• Making it personal: personalising your butterfly
• Ultimately a petition, but didn’t feel like one
• Compelling delivery of petition
• Clear call to action
• Worked with and across social media channels (avatars, sharing etc.)
• Integrated with fundraising approach (online + offline)





Queensland tourism

"So the primary goal was to raise consumer awareness of the 
Islands of the Great Barrier Reef in Tourism Queensland’s key 

international markets. $400 million in estimated media 
coverage and 8.6 million web visitors later….tick!"

Anthony Hayes, CEO Tourism Queensland

http://www.islandreefjob.com/

• Campaign could not have worked without the online and social media component - generated earned and 
WoM returns
• Participant generated media - compelling competition
• Note on effectiveness of UGC comps
• Almost caused issues when early video outed as a fake: http://tr.im/jc56
• Also had to ward off speculation it was behind spamming: http://tr.im/jc5e
• Advertising budget redirected to online campaign prize
• "Island Caretaker" role offering a six month, $AUD150,000 contract (Hamilton Island exploring the Islands of 
the Great Barrier Reef)
• More than 34,000 people submitted video applications for the job
• Including "James" - heard about through friends on Twitter (prompted to vote)
• 200,000 people from around the world logged onto the www.islandreefjob.com website, including 25,000 in 
one hour alone
• Received and processed more than 7500 applications during the final 48 hours
• Job requires blogging, posting and generating awareness
 - the beginning of a "three year, $1.7 million global marketing strategy aimed at increasing the profile of 
Queensland's Great Barrier Reef islands"
 - ongoing/evolving campaign

Further reading:
• Best job achieved our objectives – and then some: http://tinyurl.com/yecthw9



Listen

• The social web can be a bell-weather of broader trends
• Tools like BuzzNumbers, BuzzMetrics, Meltwater, Vquence, Radian6 etc. (varying costs and focus) can provide 
hard numbers
• Many media monitors also offer social media monitoring
• Helps understand your customer needs/wants/opinion
• Informs user-centered design processes
• Opportunities for “crowdsourcing”
• If you adapt/respond, increases loyalty...

Further reading:
• Seth Godin - Who answers the phone?: http://tinyurl.com/566q9c
• Bruce Nussbaum - JetBlue–The Problem With Customer Loyalty: http://tinyurl.com/55sjnx



Write response for current 
circumstances only.
Will you respond? 

Avoid responding to 
specific posts, monitor 

the site for relevant 
information and 

comments.  Notify HQ.

Do you wish to respond 
with factual information 

directly on  the comment 
board? 

(See Response 
Considerations)

Do you wish to rectify 
the situation and act 
upon a reasonable 

solution?
(See Response 

Considerations) 

Is this a  site dedicated to 
bashing and degrading others?

Is the posting a rant, rage, joke 
or satirical in nature?

Are there erroneous facts 
in the posting?

Is the posting a result of a 
negative experience?

NO YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

Disclose your 
Air Force 

connection.

Cite your sources 
by including 

hyperlinks,  video, 
images or other 

references.

Take time to 
create good 
responses. 
Don’t rush.

Respond in a tone 
that reflects 

highly on the rich 
heritage of the 

Air Force.

Focus on the 
most used sites 
related to the 

Air Force. 

Do you wish to proactively share 
your story and your mission? 

(See  Response Considerations) 

YES

YES

YES

Has someone discovered a post 
about the organization? 

Is it positive or balanced? 

NO

Let the post 
stand -- no 
response. 

A factual and well cited response,  
which may agree or disagree with 

the post, yet is not factually 
erroneous,  a rant or rage, bashing 

or negative in nature.  

You can concur with the post, let 
stand or provide a positive review.

Do you want to respond? 

Phone:   703-696-1158
E-mail:  afbluetube@gmail.com

NO

YES YES

YES

• Develop internal guidelines on when and how to respond
• Education and training are key

Further reading:
• Joey Devilla: The Air Force’s Rules of Engagement for Blogging - http://tinyurl.com/74s4lw 



• Adjust constantly to respond to take advantage of what the community offers us
• Not just a “set and forget” - need to iterate
• Resourcing!
• Butterflies of hope campaign
• Examples of Dean and Obama campaigns

Image: Coling Purrington @ http://www.flickr.com/photos/cpurrin1/2907535600/ 



• BigPond started off with a misstep, but learnt and responded reasonably well
• Impersonal, canned responses to begin with
• Showed they were listening
• Responses now much more personal and relevant
• Mention Dell - also experienced initial missteps, now made a reported USD$3 million (from 2007 to 
mid-2009)
• Be prepared to adapt

Further reading:
• Joshua Porter - The problem with social media marketing: http://tinyurl.com/3y52b5 



Measure

• Google Analytics
• A/B split testing etc.
• Use measurement to enhance and evolve actions to increase outcomes
• See what’s working best, what’s not working
• Use learnings/metrics to demonstrate benefits/ROI - expectations important!
• Stay focused on our objectives

Image: jek in the box @ http://www.flickr.com/photos/jek-a-go-go/440119001/



Viral expansion loops

• Embed “viral expansion loops” into the creative and campaigning actions
• More than just “share this” - where a core part of the value of participation benefits from sharing/passing it 
on
• User signs up, then prompts/encourages other users to sign-up

Further reading:
• Fast Company - “Ning’s Infinite Ambition”: http://tr.im/1vm
• Book: “Viral Loop” Adam Penenberg: http://tinyurl.com/yc3235f 



Message in a bottle

• Creative around a petition
• Built-in viral expansion loop - send to your friends and they get added to your bottle
• Coincided with media coverage - timely
• I heard about this campaign from 3-4 friends
• Also an example of...



Amplification 
effect

• Show how individual action is amplified through collective action
• Demonstrate the impact of network effects



• Kiva teams - shows collective loan amount 
(amplified)



Start small.  Fail early, learn often...
• Treat initial forays as “learning experiences”/intelligence gathering
 - don’t expect immediate/direct results
 - set expectations accordingly - your first attempt is unlikely to “go viral”
• Understand what options are available to you by trying them yourself (i.e. using personal accounts)
• Engage your audience - learn their needs, learn the social norms etc.
• “Community” adds a whole new dimension
• Try things - see what sticks - success may come from unexpected places

Image: dhaneshr - http://flickr.com/photos/dhaneshr/2786992830/

Further reading:
• 37signals - “Getting Real”: http://tr.im/1ul
• Laurel Papworth - “Twitter: Reputation management in social networks”: http://tr.im/1um



Questions & discussion

Contact details:
Grant Young - grant@zum.io
Twitter: @grantyoung or @zumio
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